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This Talk
• The Problem

• Quick mentions
– Ethnography and security
– Economics and security
– HCISEC
– Law and regulation

• Deeper dives:
– Cognitive bias and security
– Mental models and security
– Semiotics and usability and security
– Simulation



Problem



Human Behavior
• Most attacks rely on human 

behavior
• Inadvertent insiders equally 

dangerous
• A long-time blind spot in security 

research

net-security.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=16585Inaccurate mental models of security, may or may not know about attack types, even so use analogy with physical security that breaks down leading to predictable errorsPrevious and some current models make the mistake of not adapting behavior to changes in the world. This requires agents that create and maintain plans



Observing Humans



Ethnographic Methods



Why ethnographic methods? (1) 

• People don’t use computers the way people 
who design software think people use 
computers

• Especially true for cyber security and 
computer access

• Many “Illegal” actions taught as part of 
training

• Many unseen and unknown
• Affects: us, personal data, security
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Why ethnographic methods? (2) 

• Workarounds pandemic      
• Failure to see work in practice 
• Failure to Search….Independence helps
• Self report/Self examination unreliable. Why?
• Every change anywhere means….
• Failure to design….
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Humans as Agents



Some approaches
• WEIS, SOUPS, USEC….

• Another idea: tune human behavior via the legal process
• Challenges

– which branch?
• Legislative: 

– can’t move quickly, questionable expertise
• Executive: 

– not democratic
• Judicial: 

– often bad track record in US
– “Software on the Witness Stand”

– jurisdiction overlaps and conflicts
• Cautionary tales

– The crypto export wars
– Lucifer -> DES
– Orange Book

• Success story
– AES



Cognitive Bias



Cognitive Bias and Security

• 1. Annoyingly Hard Problems

• 2. Secret Weapon

• 3. Some Initial Results

• 4. New Places to Try It 



Cognitive Bias and Security



Access Control Hygiene
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…in medical IT



…in medical IT



…in enterprise networks



…in file permissions



…in file permissions



…in email



…in email



…in email



PDF Box



Cognitive Bias and Security
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Cognitive Bias and Security



How do we protect users from 
dangerous privacy spills?



From Psychology:
Introspection Inhibits Intuition
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Implications for security?



Fake Social Network



Profiles



Access Control Decisions



Methodology



Results



Results
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PDF Box





Approach





The Empathy Gap
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Partition of Scenarios



Implications
• Reasonable EMR users will make policy decisions that 

reasonable EMR users will find unduly constraining
– (sometimes)

• Simply including EMR users in the policy creation 
process is not sufficient.

• If tighter policies are "correct", then these are areas to 
look for circumvention (or to emphasize in training).

• If looser policies are "correct", then these are areas to 
reconsider policy.



Some other results



Cognitive Bias and Security



Cognitive Bias and Security



The Peak-End Bias
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Immune Neglect



Immune Neglect



Preview-Based Forecasting
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Infernal Internal Logic



Infernal Internal Logic



Moral Cognition
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Cognitive Bias and Security



Mental Models



Mental models

• What are they? Why do we study them?

• How can we obtain them?

• What can we do with them?



Mental models of security

• User beliefs about security strongly influence behavior
– Common misconceptions can lead to systematic suboptimal 

decisions

• Mental models widely used in cognitive science and HCI 
to model human beliefs and reasoning
– User’s symbolic models of their domain, used to reason and 

guide behavior

• Affect behavior when we use rational decision processes



So, what are mental models?

Typically, internal structures that model the process 
being reasoned about

Typically, simplifications of the process.
But may lead to better reasoning (bounded 

rationality)

In Cog Sci models, form of reasoning is projection
[Johnson-Laird 83]



Example of projection

Play scenes through in mind’s eye, evaluate the 
outcomes.
Support from timing evidence
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How can we find
user mental models?

• Literature

• Elicitation: Surveys, card sorting

• Infer from observed behavior (?)



Models used in communication
(from literature)

These models lend themselves to analogical 
reasoning − mapping one structure to another 
that is simpler or better known.
1. Physical security
2. Medical
3. Criminal
4. Warfare
5. Market

[Camp 06]

Simplifications can 
help or can lead to 
misconceptions



Validated by card sorting

Well-known analytic technique in which subjects 
group words together, providing evidence of 
categories.

Camp et al. 08



Models from structured interview

• Wash [10] interviewed 33 individuals about 
beliefs of threats

• Eight core models, based on “virus” (any 
malware) or “hacker” (human behind attack)
– “hacker” could be “burglar” (opportunistic thief of 

financial data)
– or “vandal” (breaking rather than stealing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wash, ‘Folk models of home computer security’, SOUPS 2010



Models linked to behavior

• Wash asked subjects about security practices, 
e.g. backing up, patching, encryption

• Subject’s dominant model partly determined 
behavior



• Matches patterns in observed behavior, 
e.g. Aytes & Connolly [05] found few 
correlations between security behaviors -
explainable with different mental models.

Matches other survey data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aytes, K., Connolly, T.: Computer security and risky computing practices: Arational choice perspective. Journal of Organizational and End User Computing(JOEUC) 16(3), 22–40 (2004)



Comparing mental models 
across cultures

• Diesner et al 05 elicited models of privacy and 
security in India
– Text mapping to build mental models
– A second study compared models in India and US 

[Kumaraguru et al 06]

• Wash study replicated in Germany [Kauer et al. 13]

– two more classes of attacker



Other examples

Mental models of verifiability in online voting 
[Olembo et al. 13]

Mechanical turk experiment using cognitive 
mapping [Coopamootoo & Gross 14]



What can we do
with mental models?

• Improved interfaces, risk communication, using 
metaphors that ‘make sense’

• Persuade/educate by improving mental models

• Predict user behavior for modeling, simulations



Risk communication
and mental models

• People reason analogically
about security

• Can design warnings and 
remedies to use common 
mental models

✗Camp 09
Blythe & Camp 12
Wash & Rader 12
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
e.g. protect your house from burglars. Certificate example might be a guy imitating an expected pizza delivery or fedex.We are in talks with emmy-winning instructional tech designers to create vignettes that will have multiple uses within the architecture.Mental models allow training – could build on the model over time to improve the user’s knowledge of cyber security riskChallenges: adapting to variety of users, new risks

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrCB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrCB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrCB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrCB0


• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrC
B0

• keylogger video
Access control -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9m6A4g
WKX8

Keylogger -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrC
B0

Phishing -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZQ9pFTC
dy4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zHJoZqrCB0


Mental models
in security interfaces

4/28/2015 114



Conveying risk elevation & reduction
within models



Predicting behavior 
with mental models

Simulated agents perform projection with 
models elicited from subjects
Choose actions with best outcomes
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Further reading

Mental models – general introduction and review of their application to 
human-centered security, Volkamer and Renaud, in Buchman Festschrift 2013

Mental Models, Johnson-Laird 83

Targeted Risk Communication for Computer Security, Intelligent User 
Interfaces, 2011



Semiotic Models









Morphism



Mismorphism



Example: Uncanny Descent



Example:
Loss of locality of control

www.cs.dartmouth.edu/reports/TR2015-768.pdf



Simulation



Simulating 
Human Security Behavior

• A sub-area of simulation within the science of 
security

• Many of the same questions of methodology, 
status of information apply

• Here I focus on the aspect of human behavior
– Features described in this tutorial
– Integration with broader simulations



Dimensions of 
human behavior simulation

• Individual – group – organizational

• Features of human behavior
– Reactive planning
– Decision biases
– Deliberative and impulsive processes
– Mental models



NCRBot

• Simple planning agents that adjust when the 
world changes
– No simulation of cognitive bias or security beliefs

• Team workflow shows importance of team 
composition



NCRBot: 
Agents control Skaion VMs

With Joe Sutton, Jerry Lin, Marc Sparagen, Mike Zyda, David Mazzaco, Aaron Botello

VNC access to same environment as humans



NCRBot: Resilience

Tasks
completed

% of sites blocked

No replanning

1 alternate

2 alternates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of sites blocked would be the normal measure of an attack’s success. This shows the relationship to actual workflow completion based on resilient agents.



NCR: Global Impact 
of Fatigue of the IT Agent

Cumulative
Web traffic
of group

Time

[Blythe et al. IAAI 11]

IT agent’s fatigue impacts time to completion for whole group
Do not yet measure impact of mistakes or alertness

Recovery tails off under
Some conditions.

132



SIMPass:
Intermediate Human Behavior

SIMPass – simulates human password behavior
• Underpins many system vulnerabilities
• Modeled different user roles and dispositions
• No explicit models of bias or attention

Renaud & Mackenzie 13 



Building on 
general cognitive architectures

SOAR: universal problem-solving architecture 
with decades of background
• Learns reactive behavior from deliberative
• Some work on agents for security [Parunak 12]

ACT-R: inspired by research in cognitive 
psychology
• Plausible model of human problem-solving
• Used in models of security agents



Building in support for
attention and mental models

DASH: dual-process model of attention, mental 
model projection over reactive planner.
• Combines planning with instinctive action, 

capturing observations about attention
• Reactive planner models resilience
• Support for varying mental models



DASH modeling toolkit

• Multi-agent 
• Rational & Instinct 
• Reactive planning
• Mental models
• Library for DETER

Instinct

Perception

Working memory

Action

gut reaction
stimulus-response,
spreading activation

conscious,
planning

Rational

[Blythe 12; Blythe et al. 14; 
Kothari et al. 15]
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Describe use for phishing results where individuals score higher when concentrating on mail than when sent identical mail during a task.



Cognitive Biases 
as emerging properties

Example scenario: Three-mile island and 
confirmation bias



Confirmation bias

• One (oversimplified) explanation of human 
operator behavior: confirmation bias
– Given belief of over-pressurization, confirmatory evidence (pressure 

sensor, PORV relay reading) used over disconfirmatory (core 
temperature)

• In dual-process architecture, system 1 forms belief quickly based on 
stimulus rules. 

• The belief increases activation of aligned facts and decreases for 
disaligned. 

• Given an activation threshold, System 2 never sees disconfirmatory facts.

• Operators should have deliberately sought disconfirmatory data, but fatigue 
and signal overload leads System 1 to override System 2.



Implementation in DASH model

System 1 hypothesizes over-pressurization partly because of 
training

If System 2 gets all relevant signals, their incoherence causes it 
to override and “step back”

System 2

Working memory

Pick action rationally:
Explain all facts

Over-pressurization:
HPI is on
PORV is closed
Core temp. very high
Turn HPI off

From System 1:



Spreading activation biases 
working memory

System 2
Working memory

Looks good – sign off

Over-pressurization:
HPI is on
PORV is closed
Core temp. very high
Turn HPI off

From System 1:

System 1

Over-pressurizationLoss-of-coolant

HPI-on

PORV-closed

Core temp v high



Integration with other simulations

Human simulations may be most powerful as 
behavior modifiers in a broader simulation 
context
• Network security simulations (DASH is part of 

DETER)
• Cyber-physical examples

– Effect of mood on power plant ops [Spraragen 13]
– Communication factors in blackouts 



Validation??

• Assumptions, parameters made as explicit as 
possible

• Can use existing psychological/performance 
data (e.g. Tower of London, TLX, ..)

• Work jointly with social scientists
• Sensitivity analysis
• Results that raise important questions for 

further study



Summary (of simulation)

• Current behavior simulation work covers a 
wide range of depth and size of group

• Simulation platforms support and capture 
observational data e.g. beliefs, biases, 
workflow

• Interesting work to be done in coordination 
with other simulation platforms

• Feedback to observational work



Summary



Summary

• Human behavior impacts most aspects of 
security, privacy in computer networks

• A variety of tools from many fields can help us 
be ready
– Sociology, psych, behavioral economics, cog sci, 

comp sci (HCI, agents, )

• Build understanding of tools and approaches 
as part of their environment
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